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Final Techhical Progress Report for last period of grant

June 1, 1971 to Sept. 30, 1971 with extension (without further

funding) to December 1971).

During the final period, work was continued along the lines

laid down in Technical Progress Report COO-1051-46 and the proposed

Technical Program. Both R. Schae ffer (Saclay) and Bruce McKellar,

(Melbourne) were visitors during this period. M. Dworzecka and

F. Petrovich were Research Associates.

1.   -Nucleus Scattering (H. K. Lee and H. McManus).

The paper on the elastic and inelastic scattering of pions
1\

12from C was published  (APl).. The philosophy· of the paper,  that  one

should choose the parameterization of the low .energy, including

resonance region, for pion-nucleus scattering amplitudes in such

a way (i.e. quasi local) that it changes smoothly in going to             '

high energies was endorsed by Colin Wilkin (Proceedings of the

International Seminar on w-meson-nucleus interactions, Strasbourg

September 1971) who pointed out that such an approach avoided the

curious behaviour exhibited by non-local representations such as

the Kisslinger representation. It has been noted by the present

writer that the Kisslinger potential has a singularity at low

energies which is identical to the condition for pion-condensation.

It has other curious and certainly not observable features such

as a large enhancement of pion production processes below 2-body
iaAC
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threshold in nuclei. Undoubtedly if one carries out the calcula-

tion of the optical potential to higher order, these pathological

features are modified to the point of disappearance, but on a

zero order approach it is felt that the proceedure of the present

work is preferrable. Some further work was done on the excitation

of magnetic transitions in nuclei by pion scattering. If the

12" le ve 1"    in   p i on- C scattering observed at 15 MeV excitation

is taken as due to the excitation of T=1 states, then our calcu-

lation underestimates the cross-section by an order of magnitude.

However there are problems with both the approximations involved in

the calculation and the identification of the "level". So the·

next step is to improve the method of calculation of such excita-

tions.

2.  Effective Forces in Nuclei (M. Dworzecka, F. Petrovich,

R. Schaeffer).

It was found that by including the effects of core polariza-

tion and ground state correlations in·both the effective forces

and transition operators a TDA calculation gives a good account

40of the collective states in Ca (AP2, AP 3). However to get both

the energy levels and transition strengths right an empirical

isospin dependent monopole shift had to be used which was outside

the calculation itself. Its inclusion also greatly reduces
16      40

isospin mixing in 0 and Ca, in agreement with experiment.

An attempt was made, to justify this by considering the symmetry

  energy dependent part  of the single particle energy  (AP4) .   This
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worked reasonably well for particle-hole states in 0  and       Ca,

48
but for Ca and heavier nuclei was quite unsuccessful (AP5).

Also it turned out it was not possible, as proposed in the

technical program to use the same effective force to fit the

2-particle spectrum, the principle reason being the failure. of

the monopole force taken from particle-hole spectra to reproduce

the centroid energies of particle-particle configurations. SO

this .long standing discrepancy remains.

3.  p-p' inelastic scattering and comparison with e-e'.

Some of the comparisons previously reported on have now been

published (AP6, AP7, AP8) as has part of the work on the effective

force in inelastic scattering (AP9,10,15) and on core polarization

(AP11).

4.  Two particle transfer reactions (K. Kolltveit).  The

work on the Ca isotopes has now been published (AP12).

5.  Two step reactions.

During the summer of 71 Schae ffer and Bertsch looked at the

3               48
puzzle that for the He -t reaction on Ca the excitation of

normal parity states of high angular momentum is underestimated

on a DWBA calculation by more than an order of magnitude. They

made the suggestion that this was due to the two step process

He3+a+t with removal of a neutron and dumping of a proton into

the target (AP13). This process gives large cross-sections for

high spin states. The same suggestion was made simultaneously

by Toyama and the problem has been elaborated here later on by

N. de Takacsy.
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6. 3-body Problem. (J. Borysowicz)
12

It was shown that with the a-cluster model of C, one

would not simultaneously fit the ground state energy and the

nuclear size (AP14).
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